
PLA TO AND ARISTOTLE ON THE EXPOSURE
OF INFANTS AT ATHENS'

by G. van N. Viljoen (University of South Africa, Fretoria)

In a fragment from his Zoika (fr. 283, Rose) Aristotle opposes the view char
children born prematurely afcer eight months, Dever remain alive. That such
infants do live, he argues incer alia. "appears especially in Egypt, due co the face
thar the Egyptians rear all their children that are born". Also Strabo (p. 824)
mentions it as something noteworthy that the Egyptians rear all their children.
From these casual remarks - and it is cheir very casual nature which increases
their imporcance - it appears to follow by implication that the Greeks were 11-ot
accustomed to rear all their children1 ; OC, to put it more positively, that it was
a quite common idea for a Greek, under certain circumstances, to dispose of his
newborn infant, whether by putting it co death or by the less gruesome and nor
directly polluting way of exposute.

From the available evidence there is no doubt that after the fourth century
B.C. the exposure of infants became increasingly frequent throughout the Greek
world, and that in the course of time it was freely and arbiuarily praaised by
parents to get rid of allY unwanted children after birth, even and especially
from purely economic motives and in particular with regard ro baby daughters.
It had become a kind of delayed method of birch COntrol. It was especially
general poverty, economic depression, difficult and dangerous politiGll con
ditions, wars, confiscations, increasing taxes and liturgies, which created a
general sense of insecurity of life and goods and an attitude of excessive self
interest.' In a famous passage Polybius (36.17.7) ascribes the childlessness and
lack of manpower throughout Greece, duriDg the Macedonian wars in the
second century B.C., to the people's spiritual decadence which he characterises
as: &laCoveia "al rp,lOxe~"lOaVVl] at de ~~{}Vfl-[a - for this reason they
refuse to rear more than one of the children born to them.3

--- The research from which this paper resulted was done in 1954 under supervision of
Prof. W. den Boer ilt Leideo, for whose advice the author would like to record his
indebtedness.

1 Cf. also Diodorus ]. 80. A. Cameron CI. Ret'. 46 (1932) p. 113. warns that "the
writers subsequent to Aristotle who report the custom are drawing not on experience but
on literary tradition, and the custom itself appears as a commonplace in the descriptions
of foreign lands with a moral tendency" (d. Dio Cass. LXXVI. 12 on the Picts,
Theopompus in Athen. XII. 517d 00 the Etruscans, Tacitus Germ. 19 :lnd Hist. V. 5 on
the jews). He does admit, however, that "these reports are in effect criticisms of Greek
practice".

~ Rostovtzeff Social a1ld Ecol1omic Hislory of Ihe Hellel1islic JrYor/d, Oxford 1941,
e. 623 ff.

3 The important sources for this later period are: the Greek New Comedy and its
Roman adaptations (this evidence should, however. be used with great circumspectioo);
papyri from Egypt (discussed by Tolles U11lerIllchll1Jgen :;::11r Kil1deso1lsJelzllng bei den
Grierhen, diss. BresJ:lu 1941, p. 64-74); a Delphic emancipation inscription (B.C.H.
1893, p. 383, no. 80); Thebao and Ephesian legislation of uncertain date combating the
evil of exposure (Aelian Var. Hisl. ]1. 7, Plutarch in HeJiodl/m 28.1); demographic
evidence analysed by W. W. Tarn HellelliJlic Ci1!ilizatioll, third edition revised by G. T.
Griffith, London 19~2, p. 100 ff.; pronouncements concerning the Roman period, in
Plutarch de amore pro/is V. 497e, the Stoic Hierocles in Stobaeus 75. 14 (at the be·
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Until 1920 i[ was generally assumed, particularly on [he aurhoriey of [he
extensive and richly documented article Expositio by Gletz in the Dictionnaire
des AnJiqtliteJ,4 that the state of affairs sketched above obtained also in the
classical period and was "SUrtout en vigeur" in Athens. Glotz and his followers,s
however, generally committed twO errors of method. First, they combined
evidence fcom differem periods and pares of [he Greek world, as if [his world,
in studying a social problem in it, could be considered as n. local and temporal
unity. Second, they did not sufficiently distinguish those aspects of the exposure
of infants which are manifested generally, also in ocher communities, and
therefore cannot be considered as peculiar co the Greek world. For example,
the exposure of illegitimate offspring can hardly be presented as an unusual
phenomenon. for, particularly in societies where the father still has extensive
power over his children, and where, as is after all the case in most societies, the
birth of an illegitimate child is considered a disgrace, the exposure of such a
child by ics unmarried mo[her, [hrough fear of her disgrace before her family
and the community and of the wrath of her father, would occur at all rimes,fl
and cannot be treated as evidence of a special frequency of exposure.

In 1920 and 1922, however, [here occurred on boch sides of [he Adamic
Ocean two remarkable reactions against the accepted view, almost simultaneously
but yet quite independent of one another. Professor La Rue van Hook in 1920
published an ar[ide 'The Exposure of Infams a[ A[hens" in which he re
examined [he evidence and conduded [hac [hough "in [he lace Helleniscic
period (the abandonment of infants) became ... an accual menace and evil"
(p. 144). nevercheless "chere is no sound evidence which proves the prevalence
of the exposure of new-born infants ~t Athens of the Classical Period ... as a
repellent evil of great proportions" (p. 145). The same conclusions were reached
by Pcofessor H. Bolkes[ein of Urrech[ in 1922 in an arcide on 'He[ [e Vonde
ling leggen in A[hene' in [he Ducch TijdIchrijt vaar GeIchiedelliI.8 He found
that for historical times it can be proved only that a Greek father was entitled
to reject and expose a new-born infant of his wife if he suspected that it was
an ilIegi[irn.[e child or if [he child was deformed. As for A[hens in [he m[h
and fourth centuries, there is no proof that accual exposure of infants "gewoon

ginning) and Musonius Rufus in his El ,uiVia to j'!j'J'O/lEya TEXya {}(JEnTEOJ' (in Stobaeus
75.15 and 84.21); the treatment of exposure in Longus's pastoral Daphnis and Cbloe in
the third century A.D.

4 ed. Daremberg et Sag-lio, tome II, Paris 1892.
5 For earlier literature, cf. Hermann·BJiimner Lehrbllch der griechische PriflaJdller·

Itlmer, 3. Auf!. 1882. After Glotz, d. Mau s.v. 'Aussetzung' R.E. II. 2588 (1896); L.
Beauchet HiJloire dll Droil Pritle de la Repllbliqlle AJhellie1l11e. 1897. vol. II p. 85;
J. H. Lipsius DaJ alliJche Recbl tmd RechlJtlerfahrell, Leipzig 1905-1915, p. 500;
Wilamowitz Staal Imd Gese/lJCbd/1 der Griecbell, 1910, p. 35; Ph. E. Legrand DtlOI,
1910, p. 270 ff.; A. E. Zimmern The Greek Commonwealth, Oxford 1911, p. 324 ff.;
John L. Myres in The Ellgenia Rez,iew 1915, p. 199; J. ]. B. Mulder Qllaestiones
IlOI1111ll/ae ad Alhelliel1sillm fl1tluimollit, ... pel'tillel1les, diss. Utrecht 1920, pp. 12'4 ff.,
107, 130; E. \X!eiss s.v. 'Kinderaussetzung' in R.E. XI. 1. 463 ff. (1921).

(J See esp. H. Bolkestein Tijduhrijl floor GeJ{hiede'Jis 37 (1922) p. 277-8.
7 T.A.P.A. 51 (1920) p. 134-145.
8 See note 6. His results were summarised in his article on the meaning of the word

in:vT{!lrnl]lat which is reported by scholiasts to have been the name of a class of women
who discharged the function of exposing infants in pots or ,lUteal, d. Clar. Pbil. 17
(1922) p.222-239.
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is geweest of als gewoon is beschouwd" (p. 292). In 1933 A. (W. Gomme
analysed the evidence for the population scatistics of Athens in the classical
period, in Nme C of his Popt/latio" of Athells itt the Fifth alld Fourth em
tt/ries B.C., and concluded mat "me effective birthrate" muse have been high,
which suggestS that there is no reason to assume "tbat infanticide by exposme
was at all common, was in any sense a regular practice".

Against this point of view, however, R. Tolles in a Breslau dissertation of
1940, U,ztefJltclJtmg Z1I, KilldesattJSetzlmg bei de1~ GriecheJZ, reacted back to
me old opinion of GIOCZD In his chapter on Amens he found that the Atbenian
fathet possessed an arbitrary power of life and death ovet his new-born infanes
by virtue of a Solonian 'l'6p.o~ ;tEet teOV tixQlrwv. 10 The only evidence for this
law is afforded by cwo authors of tbe late second century A.D., namely the
sceptic Sextus Empiricus l1 and the chero! Hermogenes.l~ As for the actual
practice, Tolles concludes (p. 48) that exposure of infants "auch im Atben des
5. und 4. Jahrhunderts ii-blich geUJese1J, ist <lIs ein Mittel, das zu starke Anwach·
sen einer Familie zu verhindern, als eine Massnahme, sich unerwiinschter
Kinder in qualirativer und quantitativer Hinsicht zu entledigen". Though Tolles's
interpretation of the evidence for the practice of exposure will impress very
few persons who are acquainted with La Rue van Hook's and Bolkestein's
analyses, we shall have to consider ToUes's arguments on the }IO}lO~ nEe;' lmv
dxellWV in some derail below.

In this paper it is nor intended to re·examine the whole field of evidence
relevant to Athens of the classical period.13 In general tbe results of La Rue van
Hook, Bolkestein and Gomme are obviously more acceptable tban mose of
TolJes.13B. Apart from the question of the vopoq nEe;' lml' aXellWV, it is

tl Also A. Cameron in a paper on 'The Exposure of Children and Greek Ethics· el.
Rez'. 46 (1932) p. 105-114, found: ''It seems legitimate to conclude from this evidence,
though it is admittedly slight, that exposure was familiar even in Athens of the classical
period" (p. 107). P. Roussel in a discussion of Plutarch's passage on exposure in Sparta
(Lyc. 16), in Ret'. Et. Ane. of 1943, still accepts Glotz's thesis that in most Greek cities
of the classical period the father had full power to accept or reject his new·born infant.

10 Op. cit. p. 38--43.
11 Hypot. Py"h. III. 2'4 (211).
12 ;;rEel f:VeeouJJ, I. 67 and II. 7.
13 This evidence includes the following: the theme of exposure in Greek mythology;

the treatment of exposure in fifth century Attic tragedy (esp. in the OediplII Rex 717-9.
1025. 1037. and" the 101t 44-5, 344-5. 954, 958); a few passages from Acistophanes
with the schoJia. (VeJpae 289. NllbeJ 530-2, TheJ1It. 505-6. RaJtae 1189-91); the
evidence of the scholia on Plato iHitJOJ 315c and on Acistoph. VeJp. 289 that the word
ErxvareloreJa denotes virtually a professional class of women who exposed unwanted
infants in x6reat (refuted by Bolkestein, see notc 8 above); a passage on the Athenian
family festiva.l of the amphidromia in Plato TIJeftet. 160c-161a; Plato's point of view
in his Republic 415bc, 459d, 460c. 461c and Tim. 19a; Aristotle's statement io: Politics
1335b 20ff.; a remark by Isocrates in his PalJalhelJaiCtls 121H.; Demosthenes's speeches
Against BoeotllJ (XXXlX an XL) on the proof of the legitimacy of a new·bom infant,
wrongly interpreted by Gomme (op. cit., p. 81); comparative material On Sparta in
Plutarch Lye. 16 and on Crete in the Gortynian Code III. 45--53. IV. 9-17; evidence
on the possible relation of exposure to the growth of population and to the size of families.

1Sa Their findings are substantiated by the conclusion of E. Westermacck Origin and
Development of Moral Ideal, 1906-1908, vol. I p. 393-413, after an extensive investi·
gation of the occurrence of exposure among primitive peoples and in early Indo-European
communities: "The custom seems to have been in favour ol1ly wtder cerhtitJ cirCtlm
stfI11CC!" (p. 408) such as illegitimacy, deformity, sickness or' uncanny circumstances. Cf.
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further proposed only co offer some suggestions in connection with what Plato
and Aristotle have co say about the exposure of infants.

* * *
The 'P6flo~ 1teel rwv axeltoov is reporred as follows by Sextus Empiricus:

xat 0 2:6).0011 '.A{hl"alOl~ tOP :neel taW cixelrwv 110POlI lihro, xa{}' OP

rpOl l EVELJI Ex6.aup 'H)11 Eavtoii na'ilJa btiteelpep, while Hermogenes quOtes
as the subject for a forensic speech olov b'c!nr:uJv n~ t1j~ "L1}T:eo~ Wr:EXUU'E'V
tOl' viov xata· 'trol' axeltwv )IOpOV. This evidence is about eight cenrories
later than the rime of Solon, and no Other mention of such a law has survived
from antiquiry.14 .

If such a law empowering a father co kill his own child did in fact exist,
having been enacted by Solon, it. must follow a fortiori that a father had the
power to dispose of his new·born infant by exposure. IS In the meantime we
must keep in mind that our sources say nothing about any limitations laid down
by this law, and we are certainly Dot justified to assume ex Iile11tio that this
power of killing was unlimired and arbirrary. This point is nowhere properly
appreciared by Tolles. He does argue for rhe probability of rhe Solooian origin
of such a law: in early Athens, as in classical Sparta, the community, (i.e. the
'1'6211 or fivo,) had rhe power to decide abour rhe life of childreo, and ir
seems most likely that Solon, whose legislative programme represented "a first
step towards a democratic way of life and so towards emancipation of the
individual cirizen from rhe bonds of families and rribes" (p. 39), would have
been the author of a law transferring that power to the individual father
concerned. But did Solon's legislative programme really represent an eman
cipation of the individual? The influence of the "hll} and the old rpVAOt,
in [he political sphere at least, was curbed only by Oeisthenes. Moreover, the
evidence about Sparta and about the Athenian amphidromia (where the atten
dance of relatives is supposed to be an indication of an earlier conuol by the
family over the decision to accept or reject the new-born infant) shows that the
supposed earlier power of the family extended only over new-born infants
before rheir acceprance into rhe family (nor over all children), and rhar ir could
be exercised only on rhe grounds of disease, debility or deformity" (and nor
arbirrarily, as Tolles seems to assume). If Solon had exrended rhis previously
limited power when transferring it to the individual father, such a drastic
innovation could hardly have remained so unnoticed in our sources, particularly
in Plutarch's Life of Solo". Ar any rare, Tolles's own analysis of rhe meaning of
the term :nEel trol' a~elrwv leads to the alternative interpretations: "about the

also A. M. Homrt 'Infanticide' in Ellcyc/. 0/ Soc. Sciences VIII (1932), p. 27-28. And
recently R. Kassel Quomodo ... apud fle/eres scrip/ores Grauos in/anles a/que parvllJi
pueri inducantur, diss. Wurzburg 1954, pp. H-8 and p. 198, also rejected Tolles's
interpretation, esp. of pnssages from tragedy.

14 The relinbility of this evidence is rejected by L. Beauchet, op. cit., vol. II, p. 84ff.,
and ]. H. Lipsius, op. cit., p. 500f. Cf. also Libanius Dec/am. XXXN.

15 Though Beauchet rejects the Solonian Jaw nEet TWV akeltwv, he does assume an
"unquestioned right" of the father to expose his new-born infant (op. cit., p. 83).

10 Pluto Lye. 16, Plato TheM/. 160e-161a. Plutarch refers to the rejection of a child
who was not Eimayi, ~at ewp.a).ioJl but aytJIJ1i!;' ~al a/10ecpOI', and again that the child
should be xa.lw, ... :reck dJE~'aV )Cal ewp.'lJ1I :JmpvxO;. Plato with reference to the
amphidromia speaks in a figurative passage of a child who is aVEfUai"oll u xal V'Eiidot;
as unworthy of being reared.
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unjudged" or "about those who cannOt be tried or judged", i.e. about children
who have not yet been judged in the y.elat~ as to whether they will be reared
or not, or alternatively, aboUt children who cannot be tried, by reason of their
not yet being legal persons, i.e. not yet formally accepted iota the family. So in
either Case we have a law ahom 1Jew-bor11- infams. and nor about children
genetally.

The appeal to Aeschines adv. Timarehtt'" 182 for a father's right to kill his
unmarried daughter for having been seduced, is therefore irrelevant. It has
nOthing to do with l1xen:m in the above mentioned sense; there is no mention
of a "right" bur only of a sillgle,17 a1lcitmt1B incident of a father who killed his
unchaste daughter by walling her up in an empty house;'· if this kind of
punishment bad still been practised at all, Aeschines would om have needed to
remind his audience that the foundations of the house concerned. can still be
seen in the city; in face, this punishment must have fallen into disuse already
before the time of Solon, for as instances of laws which Solon had enacted
aexalw, r.al GEfLl/iiJ, concerning adulterous women Aeschines mentions no
punishment worse than exclusion from the public cult.

It seems also that the conferring of the supposed extensive power of killing
l1xfll'lOt is in conflict with the humane spirit of Solon's law forbidding parents
to Jell their childten.'" Would Solon have abolished the parent's power of
sellin.g his child and at the same time have granted him the power of arbitrarily
killing his new~born infanc? Tolles, however, points Out that in a manumission
inscription of 73 B.C. from Delphi:'!:l a manumitted woman is empowered to
decide for herself whether to strangle or rear a child born after but conceived
before her manumission, "but under no cirrumstances may she sell the child".
Killing is here considered a lesser evil than selling, which after all meant
slavery; and so: rather death than slavery. Yet Plutarch's account dearly shows
that tbe selling of children had become a quite common practice in pre~Solonian

Athens, so that one may assume that public opinion had in those times lost
much of its sensitivity on this point. Also the late Theban law, mentioned by
Aelian V"r. HiJt. II. 7, fOtbad a man ftOm poverty to expose his new·born child
to die and ordered him to bring the child to the magistrates who will then sell
it as a slave to somebody else: so here toO selling is considered a lesser evil than
death by exposure.

On tbe whole it does not seem that a good case has been made for the
existence of a Solonian law nEflt ran' dxelrwp empowering fathers to kill
their new·born infants or even older children. On the other hand it seems clear
tbat even arbitrary exposure of infants was not forbidden by law.~2 There are
no indications tbat a father who exposed bis child tried to conceal the faer, and
an unmarried mother concealed her disgrace rather than her acr of exposure as
such. Had the mere act of exposure been criminal, the father would not, a..9

17 &viJe sr~ .w)' Jtolttwv. No other similar case is reported in the sources.
18 Hal .w)' l/pEtE(!WV ;reoYlh,wv Ilv1]GO,joaftat.
19 Ephorus (Diodorus VH!. 22) and Aristotle (quoted by Heraclides Lembus; Arist.

fro 6l1.l Rose) relate the same event and both name the Codrid Hippomenes as the
father concerned.

:!o Plut. SO/Oil 13.5 and 23.2. See Beauchet, ap. cit., p. 84.
" B.C.H. 1893, p. 383, no. 80.
~~ Glatz, ap. cit., p. 936-7; Beauchet, vol. H, p. 90-91.
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unquestionably appears from rhe papyri, lacer have claimed back his child, when
recognizing it, from its foster parents or owners, for then he would have had
to prove that he had committed a crime. Also the later laws of Thebes and
Ephesus against arbitrary exposure show that there at least it had not formerly
been legally prohibiced. The absence of such a prohibicion of arbicrary exposure
explains how ic was possible chac che fachers limiced righc co rejea and expose
his new-born child could in the course of time have developed into an accepted
practice of arbitrary and unlimited rejection.

* * *
We now mIea our atremiOD CO what Plaeo in his Republic has [Q say about
accepting or rejecting new-born infants. Though all scholars agree that what
Plam stipulates here for his eucopia may nOt be used as evidence for the practice
in comemporary Athens2:J - the imperfect society from which he is actually
trying to escape by means of his ideal stare - yet I should like to consider his
views in more detail, as several scholars24 are of the opinion - wrongly, in my
view25 - that Plato is here advocating the rejection and killing of unsuitable
infantS.

When Plato treats of the marriages and children of the guardian class in his
ideal state, on tWO occasions he apparendy expresses himself in favour of infan
cicide or che rejection of infancs. In che Republic 459d he prescribes chac rhe
offspring of the better guardians should and those of the inferior guardians
should "ot be reared (!L~ reitpEtv);'" and in 461c char guardians who have
already passed beyond che prescribed age limic for che procreation of children,
may still have intercourse but should prevent any children conceived from being
born (i.e. should apply aborrion), or if children are acmally born, "should deal
with them (ourro -cd}illal) on the understanding that there is no rearing of
such cbildren"(w<; Ot", OVOl]<; teorpji<;)?' Read by chemselves chese cwo phrases
very strongly appear to indicate an instrUaion for the killing of cerrain
children."

23 Eg. Glotz, op. cit., p. 938; La Rue van Hook, IDe. cit., p. 143; Bolkestein TijdscIJr.
1' , Gesch., p. 291.

24 Glotz, p. 938: "mais les philosophes ... conservent l'odieuse coutume; ils Ja
declarent bonne, necessaire; ils lui donne ses titres et comme une consecration metaphy·
sique". Tolles, p. 18-19 (also p. 20); Jowett and Campbell's edition of thfl Republic,
vol. III, Oxford 1894, p. 231-2; Adam The Republic of Pia/a, Cambridge 1926-9.
vol. I, app. IV (p. 357-360). La Rue van Hook and Bolkestein, Joee. citt., leave the
interpretation an open question. The summary in A. Ccoiset La Re/Jllhliqlle de PIa/Oil,
Paris 1946, p. 194, is not very accurate.

2li Also R. 1. Nettleship Lec/lireS 011 the Republic of Pia/a, 2nd ed., London 1901,
p. 174, n. 3; F. M. Comford in hjs translation of The Republic, Oxford 1941, p. 155
n. 2, p. 157 n. 1; A. E. Taylor.t1 Commell/ary on Pla/o's TimaetlS, Oxford 1928, p. 47-8;
J. H. Lipsius, op. cit., p. 501 n. 9.

::!o xal TWY pEl' nl ;xyol'a (&i) "fflbpelv, "ltdV '}i pI;, £1 /liJlet "fO ;ro{pvfoV ott
&xeorat"ov Elvat (459d). Cornford, op. cit. p. 155 n. 2, renders freely' "that only the
offspring of the better unions should be kept", that is, "kept as Gtutrdimd", In view
of the reference to the ",oipvlov he adds: "A breeder of race horses would keep (a com·
man meaning of -rgitp£t'v) the best foals, but not kill the rest". .

2; dlaxtlevaa,ucvol 'ir!]ofJvpiioOaf PliA,ur« po. ,.t."l)" e&.; rpw, EXrpiee!v xV'1pa P'1dE i
;.", Eavlji n fJlfJ.OfJtat (sc. El, cpw,), omOJ n{)Ev«t w, ovx OVOfJ' 'feorp;j; -r.:p 'fOIOWCP (461C).

28 This is apparently also how Aristotle interpreted them in Polilirs 1262 a 6 where
he raises the objection against Plato's ideal state that in it it is ?1dfJAov . " r[> ovvifJ'1
revion«t 'texvov xal uOJ1J.ij1lat ,.I:VO,.'EVOV.
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But if we set certain ocher passages beside these, we begin to doubt about the
exact nature of the instruction. The first case (children, of better and inferim
guardian parents respeaively) is worked Out in more detail in 460c by pre
scribing that the children of the better guardians (i.e. those in respect of whom
&i fei<pC'" has been ordered) sbould be brought up by being entrusted to the
care of a special creche, while the children of the inferior guardians (i.e. those
in respect of whom fl.l] r:f2ErpELV has been, ordered) should receive theill
fl~ r:(]ErpELV as follows: "they shall be hidden in a secret and unknown place,
as is fitting", and it is added thac any deformed offspring of other parents (i.e.
also of the better guardians) should meet with the same fate?' And this fate of
being hidden away we can hardly regard, with Adam,"' as a mere "euphemism
for infanticide", in an effort to harmonise this statement with the interpretation
of the phrases fl1] T(]ErpElV and oux OVa11Q r:(]orpij~ as prescribing infanticide.
Even more light is shed upon Plato's intention with these children of inferior
guardian parents by a passage in the inuoduaion of the TimaeflI/J1 where the
contents of the dialogue held in the Republic are briefly smnmarised, and in
conneCtion with the children of guardians it is repeated that the offspring of
good guardians should be reared Wemriov), but the offspring of bad guardians
"should secretly be allotted places all round in the other pacts of the state", so
that again there is clearly no order that they should be killed. Moreover, in this
smnmary thete is added that as the children grow up, they should repeatedly be
re·examined with regard to their O1UI1- qualities, and. if necessary, be promoted
or demOted in respect of their dass32 - i.e. a second selection should be held
beside that at the time of their birth. Now, in this stipulation a phrase is used
in respect of promotion (:n;dlw d"cirElV) which quite clearly shows that the

:m Tli de rlY-rova) 'twv X£leOV(AJI'. XOt Eav n 'l"WV hi,!wv aV&'-UleOV yIYVT}T:al, ~v

d."'1'Oee,j'l"lf' 1"E y-a; (M~)'(!-, xaT:aY-~tiJ1pov(Jlv w, ;rgbw. (460c). Cornfold, op. cit. p. 157
n. 1, implies that the defective children will be destroyed while the rest will be relegated
to a lower class. The "vague expression" will therefore have to bear a sort of double
meaning! It seems that we simply have to accept that Plato not even intended that defective
children of guardian parents should be killed, however much he was influenced by
Spartan practices in other respects. In the lower classes he apparently felt that even the
defective or deformed could fulfil a useful task. It is also noteworthy that Plato does not
expressly extend his measure about deformed children to those of the lower classes, which
may be a further indication that he had in view degradation and not exposure or
infanticide.

30 Adam commentary ad 460c 1.18. Also B. Bosanquet A Companion to Plalo's
Republic, 2nd ed. 1895, p. 187; E. Chambry in the Bude.-edition (Paris 1933) and G.
KrUger & R. Rufener Pill/Oil: der Staal, Zurich 1950, n. 2 on p. 1:72.

31 Timaells 19a: xai on yE ni jiEv 'twv ayaDwv {}gEttTEOV lrpaJ1EV Eival. Hi de TWV
xaxwv d; TilV liHt]v lci0eq. d,aaoTEov nollv. brav~avol-'ivrov dE oXo:rouvTa; dEl TOU;
d.~{ov, neiJ.tv &vayElv aEry, TOV; dE ;raga o<p{a1v &vo~{ov; El, T~V TroV rnaJ'u::lVTCtlV xweav
Jl£TalleiTTtlV j

32 This point refers back to an earlier passage in bk. HI of the Republic 415bc, where
Plato in figurative language describes the different classes as represented by different
metals. and prescribes that if an offspring of the higher class appears to be of inferior
quality "he should by no mealL'i be pitied but should be given the sl:1tus proper to his
nature" and be demoted to a lower class, while an offspring of the lower class proviog
to be of superior quality should be given due bonour and promoted to the leaders' classes.
In his further discussiolL'i in the Repllhlic Plato, however, paid no further attention to this
second selection in later life; but his recapitulation in the Timaew clearly shows that he
did not forget or abandon it.
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stipulation refers to those children of bad guardians who had been demoted at
their birth, but who afterwards proved co possess the necessary good qualitie9
in themselves, and so are "being promored again"; so obviously they had
formeely not been killed! aa

In view of 460c and TimaeuI 19a it therefore seems fairly certain that in
459d f-l~ T{}erpuv in respect of the children of inferior guardian parents does
nor mean "co kill or to rejea by exposure", i.e. "to deny any funher existence
at all", but simply "to deny further existence in the capacity as members of tbe
guardian class", i.e. to degrade from the guardian class.34 In the light of this
conclusion we should now also interpret the instructions n{}ivat cb~ oux OVal}'
reorpfj~ with regard to children conceived and born beyond the prescribed age
limit (in 461c). For why should PlatO have acted more harshly against rhis type
of undesirable offspring of guardians than against those who were born from
bad guardians or born deformed themselves?"

An ancillary argument in favour of the interpretation suggested above can
be found in Plato's Laws V 740c-74la. There Plato expounds a second best and
more attainable political ideal than that of the Republic. In his discussion of
the problem of surplus population, however, he never mentions the abandon
ment or killing of new~born infants as a possible solunon. This, it! seems, may
be regarded as an indication that the proposed measures of the Republic indeed
only aimed at the degradation and not at rhe liquidation of the offspring
concerned.. After aU, with the abandonment in the La'lUI of the differentiated
class system of the Republic, the degradation measures would ipso faao fall
away tOO; measures for the abandonment and liquidarion of infants, on the
other hand, would not depend upon the class system for their existence,:l0 and
so could well have been retained in the Lawr had they already been introduced
in the Republic.

33 The Ti1!laetll summary clearly does not cover all aspects treated in the Repflbli.:
its first sentence recapitulates the stipulations of Re!,. 459d and 460c (except the case of
a.va.'711~Ot added there) and its second sentence those of Rep. 415bc; the case of Rep. 461c
is not mentioned again - perhaps because the intercourse between guardians of advanced
age was not likely to produce considerable offspring, and so did not constitute a serious
problem (see Taylor, op. cit., p. 48). And jf we interpret 459d and 460c, with Adam, as
prescribing infanticide, there is an even more serious omission in the Timaetls passage.
The discrepancy is variously explained as due to the fact that Plato had changed his view
when writing the Ti1!laew, or due to a lapse of memory (sic!). or by a. chorizontic theory
supposing that the Til1/lteliS refers to an earlier, separate publication of the earlier books of
the Repub/k, or - as Adam does (op. cit., p. 359) - by supposing that Tim. 19a refers
only to Rep. III 415bc :lnd that the supposed instructions about exposure or infanticide in
Rep. V were omitted in the Tim. "because it seemed to him ... by no means one of the
most peculiar and distinctive features of his commonwealth". Absolute completeness can
hardly be expected in a recapitulation, but inaccuracy or an incompleteness such as Adam
assumes is most improbable.

34 See authors quoted in n. 25 above.
35 Taylor, lac. cit., assumes that in this special case only Plato did enjoin exposure.

though in practice it was most unlikely to occur. Comford also renders here: "that nO
such child can be reared".

:JG The argument in Tolles p. 19, n. 20 is therefore unsound. Taylor, loco cit., says 'Of
the position in the Laws: ''This seems to indicate that he did not count on infanticide 1lS

a regular social remedy for over-population, though it hardly proves that he would have
condemned it in exceptional cases".
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We therefore conclude that PlatO imended rhat all undesirable guardian
children - even those born crippled, who in Sparta certainly and probably also
in Athens would have been refused further existence - should only he demoted
to some other pare of the srate, and this in a secret way so thac, for the sake of
peace, quiet and good order, nobody would know whither they had been
transferred or that such and such a person was really born as a guardian child.
This conclusion shows that Plato at any rate apparendy did 110t consider the
practice of exposing new-born infants, as it obtained in his city of Athens, as
salutary for the purposes of his eutOpia; and perhaps we may further conclude
that in his time this was apparently not such a generally accepted practice at all
(for which poim we shall find further suppOrt below in the words of Aristotle),

• • •
We now direct our attention to what Aristotle in his description of his ideal
state has to say about the exposure of children - Politics VII 1335 b 20 ff,
There we shall learn something not only about this philosopher's personal views
on the matter, but also - and this is of importance - about public opinion on
it in his cime.S7

The first seoceoce of the passage reads as follows: :nEe! ~E tm.o{)eaEW~ xai.
teoepijr; tcLll' yLyvop.ivwv [alW ,'0/10t; /11'/div 1rE711]eWIJE.VOY leelfJELV - "As to

the exposure and rearing of children born, let rhere be a law forbidding the
rearing of any deformed child", From the contrast between ,hrollta,,; and <eO<pl]
it is dear that Aristotle's intention with iJ,}dEV . .. leE.qJELV is that such a
deformed child should be done away with, be exposed. Moreover, the way in
which he introduces che passage (nEel dE. .. i'LJI)IOiJE.Vwv) is a strong
indication that he accepts it as a matter of course chat at the birth of every
child (nore the present participle!) rhe question was regularly considered whe
ther that child should be reared or rejected, done away with. On this point his
attitude that deformed infants should be rejected is in line with what appears
from Plato's reference to the amphidromia. to have been the Athenian practice
and public opinion, and with what we know from Plutarch's Life of Lyc1lrg1JJ
c. 16 to have been the practice in Sparta.:Js

Aristotle then proceeds with a sentence which has often been misunderstood
(and which Tolles conveniently omitS when dealing with the philosopher's
attimde39): dui dE 1C).'ifJo~ zixvwl', ldv 'J nl;Lt; leLW f:{}rov XW).Vll Il,]db
Cmoz[-tJEotJm 'lroY rLrVOIlE.VWY, WelOtJaL dE' 'lij~ 'lExl'oJloda, 'lO jflij{}o~, luv
dE. not rtrJ"]laL naea 'laVIa ovvdvao{Uvtwv, nell' aiofh]ou. lrrEl,E.ulJaL "al
COOl/V, Ep,1rOlELo{}at dil I~V aflplwou'. To rue DOlOp xal TO 1J1J diwe1op.ivol'
11i alolh}OEL xai rep Cijv Eenal.

37 d. Guneron C/o Rev. 46 (1932) p. 109; Tolles, op. cit., p. 74. La Rue van Hook
and Bolkestein have too hastily rejected Aristotle's evidence, with that of Pinto, as "of
course not . .. reflecting Athenian conditions which were general", as "referring to heroic
measures for limitation of population, which might be resorted to in their imaginary
polities" (T.A.P.A. 51 (I920), p. 143), and in the words of Bolkestein: "omtrent de
werkelijkheid van het leven uit hun tijd leeren hun opvattingen, juist ook in deze materie,
niets" (TijdI. 'Voor Geuh. 37 (1922), p. 291; d. however n. 3 there.)

:IS Plato Thefler. IGOe-161a and note 16 above. Plutarch mentions that the Sparttul
father had to submit his newly born child to a council of elders from among his
rpv).Erat who EI po. lllJ1tayff: dfJ xal eoo/la},eOI', T(!ErpEtv iXE).WOI' ... tl 15' ayEYPE; r.ai
apoerpOY, tL.brsp;roY to u place called :,4;roOerat on the Taygetus, to die there.

30 Op. cit., p. 53; he does quote it in a different context at p. 74.
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A textual problem affects the vital part of the sentence: one recension omits
ldv before ~ "tci~t!: and reads fJ r~l~ . . . UWAVElJ which then bas to be
construed as an explanacocy parembesis - hence the supplement fJ < rae >
"i~l<; proposed by Wallies40 and accepted by Immisch in his Teubner edition
of 1929.

The formerly current interpretation of this passage, however, connected this
second sentence grammatically with the first, reading a comma before Old ~e

llAij{}O!: and also one after "WA:V1], thereby taking futOr[tJEaiJat as a second
infinitive with [arw vOIl0!:. This line of approach again showed two variations,
depending upon whether the implied object of XWAVII is taken to be ",liWo,
tb~l'WV (thus Newman41 and Barkerl2) or to U.7wt[{ha{)m (as Wallies4tl

interprets this older punctuation), Le. upon whether the law forbidding
exposute of infants for the purpose of limiting the numbet of children should
dQ so when the euscom.s of the state are opposed to an excessive number of
children, or when the customs are opposed to exposure for purposes of limiting
the number of children. The objection to the former interpretation is that it
makes Aristotle regulate only for states which already have some limitation of
children, while in fact he laid down the need of such a limiration as a general
rule, e.g. in his criticism of Plato's lAws in Pol#ics 1265 b 1 ff. This inter
pretation also implies that exposure was a usual or customary means of limiting
the number of children but that Aristotle is opposed to it - an implication
which seems most questionable in view of what has already been said above
abour the actual practice of exposure, while Aristotle himself dearly indicates
in Politics 1265 bland 11 that limiting the numbet of children was unknown
in mOSt states of his time. As for the second interpretation (suggested by Willies),
apart from forcing an awkward double function upon anor[{hafJat (with VOflo,
and with xw.lvn), it tesults in the tautology of specially ptescribing a law
against a kind of exposure which is alteady opposed by the customs of the
community.

We may now turn to what seems to me the correct punctuation of this
passage, as printed above, and translate it as follows: "Bur on the ground of
abundance of children [sc. as a consideration in deciding about rearing or Dot
a new·born babe], ifH the norm of the customs45 hinders that any of the

40 Philologiuhe W'ochcmchrif/ 1923, p, 176.
41 Newman in vol. III, p. 473-4, of his commentary (Oxford, 1902) translates

the passages as follows: ":lDd with respect to the exposwe or rearing of children. let there
be a law that defective offspring shall not be reared, but that offspring shall not be
exposed on the ground of an excessive number of children [as distinguished from that of
imperfection], in case the customs of the State, as regulated by the lawgiver (literally,
'the ordering of the customs') are opposed to ft1/ exceSSitfe t1tl1nbe,', for the amount of
reproductive intercowse should be fixed". (My italics)

42 "On the other hand there should also be a law, in all states where the system of
social habits is opposed to u1lrer/rided il1Crerrte (my italics), t~ prevent the el.-posure of
children to death merely in order to keep the population down" (in his translation,
Oxford 1948, p. ,27).

43 "dagegen wegeo der Zuhl der Kinder, wenn die herkommliche Ordnung dem (d.h.
clem Aussetzen) im Wege steht, keincs nneh der Geburt auszusetzen" (lac. cit.).

4-1 With the reading 7j <rag> ... XWAV€t render: "- <for> the norm ..• 
a (statutory) limit .. :'

45 l1le phrase 7j "'0;1' ,..Wy UJWY is interpreted by Newman as "the customs of the
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children born be exposed (on this gtound)," then a (statutory) limit must b.
fixed to the number of procreations. And if a child be conceived for any
people as a result of incercourse in contravention of these regulatons, abortion
must be practised before it has developed sensation and life, for (in this) the
line between what is permissible and what not will be marked by (the presence
nf) sensatinn and life".

Under the general heading, chen, of motives relevant at the decision aboutl
rearing new·born babes, abundance of children is considered as a second specific
motive beside that of deformiry.4i In this connection Aristode recommends a
conditional (with the reading lav ... xwlvn) or an absolute, general (with
the reading ,j < rae> . .. Y.W.hJEt) substitution of exposure by an alternative
method of limiting the numbet of children, depending upon whether the
customs, i.e. the public opinion, hindering exposure, is being described as
something of limited (fdv ... I<wlvll) or nf genetal (~ < rde > ... I<wlvEt)
occurrence. Bue even with the reading Ed,. . .. ;ew).vll Aristotle is apparently
referring to a quite frequent or wide-spread cuscom averse to this kind o~

exposure, since he would hardly have taken the trouble of inserting this
provision for a purely hypothetical or highly exceptional type of case. This
assumption also squares with - or, at any rate, is not contradiaed by - the
evidence analysed by La Rue van Hook and Bolkestein as revealing no definite
proof of an alleged general power or compete"ce of arbitrary exposure. The
fact that Aristotle does not mention or consider the customs or public opinion
in connection with his first stipulation, dealing with the exposure of deformed
babies, is apparently an indication that it existed - at least to any noteworthy
extent - only against exposure from motives of child limitation and not also
against exposure of deformed or cripple babies. This assumption also squares
with what we learn about Athenian pracrice from the TheaetetftI passage.
In passing we may note again that Plato in his utopia - if we have interpreted
above the relevant passages convincingly - acrnal1y proposed to treat crippled
children more humanely and leniently than the general praaice, or rather
public opinion, demanded of him.

As for child limitation, it appears that Aristotle's perIo11al opinion was in

State, as regul:ltcd by the lawgiver" (d. Tolles p. 74 "d35 Gesetz und die Sitte"). But if
Ta't~ indic:ltes a statutory me35ure, why is it then necessary for Aristotle to add that in
such cases the number of procreations should be lirruted? Jt is hardly Jikely that a
statutory provision would have prohibited an excess of children (taking, with Newman,
:rJ.ijOe;; Texvwv as the implied object of xw).vy) without stipulating what exactly
should be considered as a sufficient number of children! - Barker renders "the system
of social habits" and Rackham (Loeb library edition) "the regular customs". J prefer
to take Ta~l~ as "prescript, norm".

-10 The whole context shows that an absolute opposition to exposure is not meant.
Tolles p. 74 wrongly renders: "wenn aber das Gesetz und Sitte gegen ;ede Aussetzung
von einmal geborenen Kindem ist".

47 For our purpose it would make no difference if we took the clause iciv ~ Ta~I'
. " 'TooV Y')lvepivwv (or fj <)lOQ > 'rei,I" ... ..ciSv )It)ll'epbwv) as indicating the circum
stances which can lead to II HAijOe; TeXJ1WV, and so the reason why we{uOai d£l. This
would mean, however, th:lt the argument has shifted from a consideration of the motives
(e.g. deformity) relevant when deciding about rearing or exposing a child, to a con
sideration of the effects of an absence of exposure, generally or in specific Greek
communities.
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favour of accepting it as a motive for exposure. The express reference to the
norm of the customs as a hindrance, seems to imply that he himself would
have no objections to exposure of excess children, and the reading id,J ...
XWAVl1 seems to imply that such exposure would be recommended - or at
least quite permissible - in other communities.48 Also, the discussion of child
limitaton as a possible motive under the general heading of "considerations in
deciding about rearing or exposing newly born infants" seems to imply that
according to Arisrotle this is a consideration which really belongs here. What
ever his private opinion or personal preference might have been, AristOcle at
any rate meets the prevalent public opinion by stipulating that in case of
pregnancy in conrravention of the statutory maximum of procreations, abortion
should be praaised before the foerus has developed sensation and life. Huc, we
may ask, what if pregnancy has already progressed so far that abortion would
according to Aristotle's own words become p.~ oawv?4lJ Then, apparently, the
confinement may DOC be hindered; and after the birth, it seems, the panicuIar
public opinion or customary norms of the community concerned will decide
the funher issue: ehe purpOrt of ehe whole passage is ehae Aristotle is unwilling
or unable to disregard prevailing custOms.

To summarize our results: In the case of deformed new-born infants, Aristotle
recommends exposure without giving any indication of any public opinion
opposed to this kind of exposure; in the case of excess procreations he per~

sonally by implication, apparently, also considered exposure a suitable means of
limitation, bur as he was conscious of a general or at any rate widely spread
public opinion against this kind of exposure, he recommends a limitation of the
maximum nUIDer of procreations, coupled with early abortion, as subscirutes for
exposure in communities where the public opinion is so opposed to it.

48 A. W. Gomme in his Papilla/ion oj AlhenJ in the fi/lh and fOllflh CenturieJ B.C.,
1933. p. 82 rem:lrks that Aristotle here "hclilol;ngly adVOCaleJ exposure in
order to keep population stationary"; it would be more correct to say "advocates by
implication". He further adds: "it suggests to me that Aristotle is advocating a new
method (for a new purpose), but is conscious that general opinion would oppose it:.
rather than an old one which men were beginning to dislike".

49 Cf. the Hippocratic Oath: &J1o{w~ dE ov~A i'vvao({ neGGov tp06etov ~WGw. Mulder
QuaeJliol1CJ p. 132ff. (sec note 5) discusses public opinion against abortion. Remember
Plato's unqualified precept in ReI}. 461c.
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